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A very warm welcome to Wickersley Partnership Trust.

Wickersley Partnership Trust (WPT) was founded in 2014, and I became CEO in 2018. WPT exists 
to further the interests of the young people that it serves. We believe that education empowers 
and enriches: our vision is to send all children into an ever-changing world able and qualified to 
play their full part in it.

We are committed to ensuring that all students have the best educational experience possible. 
We want all students within WPT to grow into confident, caring and well-educated adults and 
this will require students, parents and colleagues to work together in true partnership.

As a parent myself, I am a strong believer that if it isn’t good enough for my own children, it isn’t 
good enough for the children of the communities we serve. I uphold these standards in every 
decision I take as CEO.

We are one school on several different sites. All staff are supported thoroughly in their 
professional development through the dissemination of best practice and collaboration, and 
through reflecting and debating on their practice. 

Everything that we do at WPT is informed by our five strategic priorities: Leadership 
Development, People Development, Effective Curriculum and Outcomes, and Active Part of the 
Community. Each of these priorities is underpinned by the fifth: Wellness - Staff and Students. 

We strongly believe in work-life balance; leaders are always mindful of this when managing 
their teams. Our annual Staff Awards event is just one of the many ways in which we recognise 
hard work and dedication from our colleagues.

As a Trust we invest heavily in our employees. All staff have access to Westfield Health, which 
includes 24 hour advice and information, 1:1 counselling sessions, Doctorline and an online 
forum. Our innovative Workforce Development strategy empowers all employees to develop 
their skill set, giving staff the freedom to choose their own targets and areas for CPD.

We are proud of the opportunities we provide our employees for high quality professional 
development. We have established systems to identify talent and have robust succession plans 
in place.

Regardless of the position you are applying for, we thank you for your interest in joining our 
growing team. We look forward to receiving your application.

Helen O’Brien
Chief Executive Officer,
Wickersley Partnership Trust

Welcome
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About WPT
We aim to send all children into an ever -changing 
world able and qualified to play their full part in it.

Our Strategic Priorities
Leadership Development
People Development
Effective Curriculum & Outcomes
Active Part of the Community
Wellness: Staff and Students

More details about our Strategic Priorities can be found on our website.

Wickersley Partnership Trust was formed in March 2014 when Wickersley School and Sports 
College - an Ofsted Outstanding School and one of the original 100 Teaching Schools - became 
an academy. In August 2014, Rawmarsh Community School became the first school to join 
WPT, and since then we have grown into a family of 13 schools, including 5 secondary schools, 
8 primary schools and 1 sixth form. We predominantly serve the town of Rotherham, South 
Yorkshire, but also operate The Gainsborough Academy in Lincolnshire.

We are proud of the close links we have formed between our schools. We have a strong team 
of Subject Directors, SLEs and cross-Trust departments to ensure consistency of approach, and 
to enable all students, regardless of their background, to have the same opportunities and life 
chances. 

Many of our primary schools feed in to our secondary schools, and we pride ourselves in our 
unique and inclusive transition arrangements, including residentials for all Year 5 and Year 6 
students and Prom for all Year 6, Year 11 and Year 13 students.

We offer all schools the services of our embedded Central Teams. Our centralised services 
include HR, Finance, Operations, Premises, Websites and Media, IT, Data and Timetabling. 
Offering these services centrally enables our schools to focus on their core mission of improving 
outcomes for our students.

We have close links to Learners First, who offer industry-leading teacher training. We also have 
close ties with Rotherham School Games, which sees our students compete across various 
sports against other schools in the borough. We have recently forged links with Hope for the 
Future, a climate charity, and Dragons Teaching, an e-learning platform for Languages.

At WPT we are continuously working to be an employer of choice. A Trust is only as successful 
as its workforce, and we strongly believe in investing in all of our employees.
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About the Science Department
The Wickersley Partnership Trust Science Department has a track record of outstanding results 
at both KS4 and KS5. 

As a team we pride ourselves on collaborative working. Whilst teachers are based 
predominantly at one site, the Science staff work as one department via cross-Trust meetings 
to enhance development and seek to reduce individual teacher workload. 

Various leadership roles are available - these work as system leaders where staff have 
responsibilities across the Trust for the area they lead on. This enables us to have a variety of 
leadership roles and enables all schools to benefit from all the support and leadership available.

David Frith
Director of Science

Science Department Structure

Hello, my name is David and I am Director of Science at WPT. I have over 12 
years experience teaching in the local community, and am currently responsible 
for ensuring a Trust-wide high quality Science education, focussing on research, 
innovation and evidenced based practice. 

I am an alumnus of the University of Newcastle, where I studied Marine Biology. 
I am passionate about inspiring the next generation of scientists through hands-
on experience and by creating opportunities for students to engage with Science 
outside of the classroom.
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The Science Way
Our subject has a ‘Subject Way’ at the heart  
of it. Our Subject Way is designed to help 
students become young subject specialists.
The Subject Way has two main purposes:

Firstly, to teach students the vital skills they 
need to achieve their full potential and gain 
the very best grades they can. Secondly, to 
teach students how each subject relates to 
the wider world, incorporating the life skills 
they will learn.

It is our belief that knowing how what you 
learn links to the wider world, brings
a subject to life and therefore improves 
overall understanding and engagement.

Science Curriculum Intent
At WPT we understand that getting the 
curriculum right for each and every individual 
student is the single most important factor 
in ensuring progress, encouraging positive 
engagement and raising aspirations.

At WPT, we want all students to leave able and qualified to play their full part in an ever-
changing world through an ambitious, creative and innovative curriculum, which empowers 
students with the skills, knowledge and attributes to allow them to succeed in their next phase 
of education and their working life.

We aim to engender a love of learning, self-belief and aspiration through four key intentions:

• The removal of barriers to learning
• Developing skills for learning
• Developing personal attributes (School Way)
• Enriching student experiences and broadening their horizons

Our curriculum is not driven by performance tables. It is our belief that a strong, broad, 
balanced curriculum, tailored to individual needs can remove their barriers to learning and 
allow all students to access the curriculum appropriate to them and will therefore meet their 
individual needs.

We believe in a strong foundation of core subjects including English, Maths and Science. 
All students who are identified with deficits in literacy and numeracy are given additional 
curriculum support. These core fundamental skills are essential in both accessing our broad 
curriculum offer and the next stage of life; be it education, employment or training.
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INTENTION 1 - The removal of barriers to learning

We want all our students to go out into the world, and become successful, happy, fulfilled 
adults who will be good citizens and make a positive contribution to society. The acquisition of 
basic skills is either at the heart of achieving this or a barrier to learning and prevents students 
from fully flourishing. Four common barriers, if left unchallenged, will limit the progress, 
engagement and development of students who access our curriculum. We see these barriers 
as a high priority for all schools. In order to prevent them from becoming a barrier for student 
development and progress we implement (and closely monitor) the following strategies:

Literacy
Pupils are given the opportunity to learn about the different ways in which scientists engage in 
their work, through reading, talking, writing and representing science. Science lessons provide 
opportunities for students to engage and read scientific texts and materials beyond the 
national curriculum. Literacy strategies allow students to deepen their understanding of Science 
and effectively communicate key ideas. Knowing how to read and write scientific texts 
and diagrams, for example, facilitates students’ understanding of complex scientific 
knowledge and processes.  In Science we support students developing their 
disciplinary literacy in a number of ways. Strategies and activities for reading 
challenging textbooks, articles and exam questions are explicitly taught 
and revisited regularly. 

Firstly, we expose students to texts which are suitable to 
their ability, high-quality textbooks are used as an 
important resource for learning and teaching 
Science, as well as exposing students to 
Science articles that are suitable to their 
ability. In lessons students are given 
time to read and understand 
the text by using Reciprocal 
Reading strategies. 
Students are 



encouraged to take their time reading texts, and then identifying key words, command words 
and any words which they are unsure of. By addressing these areas, students are more 
confident in their reading abilities. We support students’ writing by helping them to plan their 
work and providing scaffolding for those students who require this. Students are encouraged to 
plan their answers, and we regularly model how to structure extended answer questions.

Secondly, we support students’ writing, particularly for extended writing tasks by modelling 
how to structure these questions, along with providing time and help in supporting students in 
planning their work. In addition to this, we provide scaffolding for those students who require 
this. When work is marked by teachers, incorrect use of keywords, spelling and punctuation are 
highlighted in order to further develop students’ literacy.

Numeracy
Numeracy plays an important role in the Science curriculum. We introduce ideas at an early 
stage, with data handling being a key part of our curriculum. We work in conjunction with the 
Maths Department to introduce Maths skills at an appropriate stage with a consistent approach 
to teaching throughout the curriculum. 

A major part of the Science curriculum is based around mathematical skills and their 
application. These include representing data in graphical form, handling and analysing 
data and multi-step calculations. In Science lessons students get regular opportunities to 
practice mathematical skills in Science and develop their scientific knowledge to deepen their 
understanding of how to process and present scientific data in a variety of ways to explore 
relationships and communicate results to others. 

Oracy
Oracy plays a vital role in Science lessons, allowing students to assess knowledge and challenge 
deeper understanding. We support oracy within lessons by encouraging students to speak 
about their ideas, prompting pupils to use the correct scientific vocabulary and speak in a 
formal manner. Students are encouraged to talk like a scientist when giving verbal answers in 
class strengthening the use of correct science vocabulary. Key words are often displayed and 

highlighted within lessons to help encourage students to use them.

Science lessons provide opportunities for students to ask questions and participate 
in small group discussion. Students are taught how to engage in structured 

exchanges of ideas through various forms of debating, enhancing 
confidence in public speaking whilst also teaching students to consider 

alternative perspectives. 
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INTENTION 2 - Developing skills for learning

INTENTION 3 - Fostering personal attributes

Our curriculum promotes the skills and attributes our children need in order to develop the 
independence, responsibility, accountability and resilience they need to have a happy and 
successful life. We refer to this crucial aspect of our curriculum intent as The School Way and it 
is embedded in everything we do.

The Science Way enables us to develop well-rounded individuals ready for the next stage. 
It is about embedding employability skills such as resilience, collaboration, communication, 
aspiration, responsibility, tolerance and respect in order for them to be an active participant in 
the local community and beyond.

The School Way is embedded in assemblies, form periods and our extra-curricular programme. 
It is the language that we speak and key aspects of the School Ways are as follows:
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Vocabulary
Within lessons, there is a strong focus on vocabulary, specifically scientific vocabulary. Science 
is heavily dependent on the use of the right terms, and to help this we encourage students to 
define and use keywords. Word Walls are used with some groups to help to support their use 
of scientific vocabulary, and provide a database which students can refer to at any point in the 
lesson. We pay particular attention to trying to link scientific words to the words we use every 
day, highlighting common roots for words and identifying common prefixes and suffixes. For 
example, students are taught that the term Liposuction links directly to the word Lipids – the 
scientific term used to describe fats and oils.

Developing student knowledge and essential learning skills go hand in hand. Students need to 
remember with fluency in order to be fully established mini-subject specialists. We strive, at all 
times, for personal excellence by developing the six key skills for success:

• Recall
• Interpretation
• Creativity
• Analysis
• Evaluation
• Divergent thinking

As a subject we develop critical thinkers that have a curiosity about the world around them. 
Students are encouraged to always ask questions and try to figure out why. We want our 
students to never give up trying to solve challenging problems and make observations about 
the world around them. Students in Science make links between the big ideas in Science 
connecting key ideas to gain a greater understanding of scientific phenomenon.

Within lessons there are regular opportunities for students to look back at previous content 
to allow them to practice recalling and using concepts and content. Practical elements of the 
course allow students to generate plenty of data giving opportunities to analyse and interpret 
findings and create conclusions in line with observations and scientific knowledge. In order to 
fully grasp and convey complex scientific ideas students use and create models throughout all 
three branches of Science. Various topics throughout the course lend themselves to in-depth, 
detailed evaluation, we try to ensure these fit in with current popular themes
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INTENTION 4 - Enriching student experiences and broadening their horizons

Our intent is that all students have a full understanding of how to develop themselves as well 
rounded citizens, maintain healthy relationships and understand how to keep themselves safe 
both online and in their day-to-day life. We want all students to know what options are open 
to them in the future and understand the routes they have in order to progress on their life 
journey. Our curriculum will include:

• Links with local industries and national organisations providing opportunities for students to 
engage with innovative external speakers, events and resources

• Opportunities for students to visit University Science Departments and experience exciting 
and engaging cutting edge science days to raise the aspirations and awareness of our 
students

• Chance to undertake independent projects based on their individual enthusiasms. These 
projects will help our students develop their communication and team working skills and 
encouraged cross-curricular collaboration

• Industry linked projects that will allow students to become involved with local specialist 
companies and compete in national competitions

• Science based activity days to engage and enthuse students in STEM subjects
• Opportunities to complete Faraday Challenges for the Institution of Engineering 

and Technology – designed to promote teamwork and raise the profile of STEM 
subjects

• Link up with your local universities to bring cutting edge research into 
the classroom including genetic engineering and medical research

• First hand fieldwork that provides students with opportunities 
to develop experiences in areas of interest and work in 
the local and national environment

• Science and STEM clubs that allows students to 
engage with Science topics and experience 
practical activities that are not covered 
by the national curriculum

• Events and projects linked to the 
     British Science Week

• We are nice to people
• We say please and thank you
• We are equipped to learn
• We work hard
• We are prepared to make mistakes
• We listen to others
• We believe in ourselves
• We are proud of our achievements
• We take pride in our appearance
• We take responsibility for our actions
• We are ambitious
• We take risks



Science Curriculum
The Science curriculum is inclusive and ambitious for all students, designed to engage students 
and strengthen the memory of what is being learnt. The curriculum is organised into 12 Big 
Ideas that are developed through a series of key concepts organised into teaching topics which 
are revisited throughout the KS3, 4 and 5 programmes of study. The Science curriculum is 
planned to build increasingly sophisticated knowledge of the products and practices of Science.

Key Stage 3

A three-year Key Stage 3 allows teachers to spend time securing students’ understanding whilst 
taking key ideas beyond the national curriculum, giving time to enrich student experiences in 
Science.

Students have two 80 minute Science lessons each week in Y7 and Y8, which increases to three 
lessons in Y9. Science is delivered in topics which cover the KS3 national curriculum and act to 
bridge the gap between KS2 and GCSEs. There is a focus on the Big Ideas which run through 
the Science curriculum, allowing students to not only see how their lessons link to prior learning 
but also to other areas in Science. The department uses regular assessments and ‘sticker tasks’ 
to assess the understanding that students have developed, thus allowing us to plan their next 
steps and meet their needs more effectively. Each assessment will be followed by a bespoke 
intervention task for each student, allowing them to work on and improve in any areas they 
may have struggled with.

Key Stage 4

All students have four lessons per week in Science, with specialist teachers delivering Biology, 
Chemistry and Physics topics. We carefully consider the route each student takes through 
Science, with AQA Triple Science and AQA Combined Science being offered to students. Both 
courses are examined through six terminal exams. 

Our KS4 provision is carefully designed to build upon the knowledge and skills gained in KS3 to 
make sure students are able to fully access their GCSE studies. Further to this, we aim to link 
Science studies to everyday life so that Science has a greater context and meaning.

Students have regular topic tests and assessments and these, alongside homework, allow staff 
to check the ongoing understanding of the students. The use of mock exams in both Y10 and 
11 allows the students to be comfortable and confident in an examination setting as well as 
helping them to target their revision more effectively. 

Key Stage 5

We offer an excellent provision at Key Stage 5, including A Level Biology (OCR), A Level 
Chemistry (OCR), A Level Physics (OCR), BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate (Single) and 
BTEC Level 3 National Diploma (Double).

Our Sixth Form offers a blend of freedom and independence, alongside the tried-and-tested 
working practices of an outstanding secondary school. Class sizes are small enough to allow 
teachers to focus on individuals with students supported on each course by subject specialists 
and excellent resources. We aim to provide opportunities for students to develop key practical 
skills and experience Science outside of the classroom and their everyday lives.



Careers in the Curriculum
Throughout our KS3 curriculum 
all students will link their learning 
to other subjects. Each half term 
students will see a different 
subject and the connections 
between what they have learnt 
throughout their time at school 
with us. 

Meetings & Collaboration
Working collaboratively across five secondary 
schools, all Science teachers benefit from the support 
and expertise of subject specialist teams. Schemes of 
learning and resources are periodically reviewed by subject 
leads and continuously improved to ensure all Science teachers 
have access to high quality lessons that support our students. We want 
teachers to spend time and focus on making sure the delivery of lessons 
meets the needs of their groups engaging students in their learning.

TLR holders meet regularly (roughly once per fortnight) to support collaboration across 
schools. This can range from planning upcoming CPD sessions, writing common assessments or 
curriculum planning. Communication between TLR holders and staff is key across all schools to 
support consistency and as a Trust we ensure that time is dedicated for this collaboration and 
partnership. 

Departments meet regularly as a school and across the Trust to develop similar themes within 
the curriculum. CPD sessions are based around the curriculum to support upcoming topics and 
methods of teaching. Sessions are bespoke to the needs of the Trust, school or individual to 
ensure that time in meetings is productive and beneficial and always aimed at improving the 
quality of teaching and learning.

Facilities and Equipment
Our Science Department is supported by access to high quality equipment and laboratories. 
The department is supported by highly qualified Science Technicians that support in the 
development of new practical ideas and resources.

Early Careers Information
As an early career teacher, you will be provided with an induction at the school and a mentor 
who will meet with you weekly. There is opportunity for this mentor to be based at other schools 
within the Trust where you will have the opportunity to visit and observe other teachers within 
our schools. New staff and ECTs are supported by a Science mentoring programme and regular 
access to the whole school and external CPD opportunities. We believe in investing in the 
development of our Science team, and look to provide opportunities to develop our leaders for 
the future.
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Professional Development

• Ongoing opportunities for workforce development, including employee-generated CPD
• Professional Development is actively encouraged at all levels
• Shared planning and collaboration opportunities with other schools and departments
• Network groups with internal and external departments and agencies
• Opportunity to lead on PD sessions with staff
• Ability to observe other teachers within our schools

Career Opportunities

• Specific career families and identified progression routes
• Mentoring early career teachers
• Launching and leading extracurricular clubs and activities
• Supporting and running intervention/boosters
• Teaching supplementary qualifications beyond the curriculum
• Opportunity to lead on projects and developments for schools and Trust
• Contributing to the design and provision of an engaging curriculum

Employee Benefits
At WPT we understand that our Trust is only as successful as our employees. We believe in 
investing in our workforce, and we do this in many ways:

• Competitive salary and generous Local Government (support staff) and Teacher Pension 
Schemes

• Annual Staff Awards
• Westfield Health subscription including:

• The Big White Wall – a confidential, safe online forum
• Doctorline – 24/7 access to a GP
• 24-hour advice and information line
• 1:1 counselling (Cognitive Behaviour Therapy)



“

Employee Testimonials“

“
Joshua Bartle
Assistant Headteacher
Clifton Community School

Nathan McHale
Head of Key Stage 4
Thrybergh Academy

I started working at
Rawmarsh Community
School in September 2017 as a
trainee MFL teacher as part of the
Learners First ITT programme. 

After being offered a full-time MFL teaching post
at RCS, I became a part of the developmental NQT
programme, which was tailored towards my teaching and
development needs. I was able to take part in, and in later years
organise, the Y7 French Chateau du Broutel trip, and also run the Y7
football team.

In January 2019, I became the Head of Y10 and carried the year group through to
Y11. In order to help myself adapt to the role and add to my professional skillset, WPT
offered me the chance to complete the NPQML through Learners First.

Having completed the NPQML and whilst acting as Head of Y8 at RCS, I became a Governor at 
Wickersley School and also enrolled on the NPQSL programme, which was again supported by WPT.

In December 2021, I was delighted to be appointed Assistant Headteacher at Clifton Community
School. 

Throughout my career thus far, I have been extremely lucky to receive support and
advice from outstanding colleagues, and to have had the opportunity to enrol
in Professional Development programmes supported by WPT.

I look forward to developing myself further as my career at
CCS and within WPT progresses.

“I began my career in 2006
when I was employed as the first

cover tutor at Thrybergh Academy. I
spent most of my time covering a variety

of lessons but helped in PE whenever possible,
including after school. 

Soon after, I became a Non-Teaching Specialist in the PE Department,
covering several periods of maternity leave. 

In 2009 I became a qualified teacher, thanks to the support of Thrybergh
Academy, who encouraged me to join the Registered Teacher Programme at

Sheffield Hallam University.

In 2018 I became, as it was known then, Head of House, which is now known as Head of Key Stage 4, 
where I have overall responsibility for the pastoral side of Year 10 and 11.
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